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Brief History

A-Z-Animals.com was developed by Millie Bond as a simple
resource for animal facts, information and resources in November
2008.

Scope and Coverage
The A-Z Animals website is targeted towards children of all ages. All
content, including images, videos, articles and comments are
approved before being published and it follows strict content,
advertising and moderation policies to ensure all of the content is

suitable for young children. The encyclopedia has grown rapidly to
now include nearly 600 different animals.
Kind of Information

The article on a particular animal in this encyclopedia starts with
images of that animal, and then proceeds with short description,
geographical availability of the animal. Other information like
anatomy, habitat, behavior and lifestyle, life cycles, food habits etc.
many more are also provided. Key facts about animals are provided.
An article on cat gives following type of key facts on cats.

The article also provides information on cats’ food habits, their teeth
facts, links to related animals of cats, like tiger, lion, panther, etc.
Another article on baboon gives information on their evolving facts,
world map indication of their availability, baboon anatomy and
appearance, their distribution and habitat, behavior and life style,
their reproduction and life cycles, diet and prey, predators and
threats, etc. many more. The article attaches a key fact table on
baboon. The following screen shot shows some parts of that table:

At the end links of articles on related animals (like mandrill, monkey,
patas monkey etc.) are also provided.

Special Features

 Are you Safe? is an online safety campaign organized by AZ-Animals.com. If something has upset anyone, the Are you
Safe? campaign can help her or him.
 The Reference Library and Glossary of this website was
helpful to learn about animal habitats, diet, behavior and
much more.

 At the homepage the recently added animal’s names are
provided.
 The website maintains blog.
 There is a quiz system for self evaluation.

Arrangement Pattern
In this encyclopedia the articles are organized by:






Alphabetical arrangement of animal names;
Alphabetical arrangement by scientific names of the animals;
Alphabetical arrangement by Groups of animals (those groups
are Actinopterygii, Amphibia, Anthozoa, Arachnida);
Alphabetical arrangement of geographic locations of different
animals;
Alphabetical arrangement of name of the animals with
images.

Remarks

Comparable Tools

This encyclopedia is a very good reference source on animals.

 NatureServe Explorer: An Online Encyclopedia of Life.
(http://explorer.natureserve.org/)
 Encyclopedia of Life (http://eol.org/)
 Internet Orchid Species Photo Encyclopedia
(http://www.orchidspecies.com/)
 Animal Facts Encyclopedia
(http://www.animalfactsencyclopedia.com/)
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